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Abstract
The principle that the prosecution must prove the guilt of the accused beyond reasonable doubt is basic to
the administration of criminal justice (Woolmington v The Queen). The purpose of this article is to
determine the outer limits of the principle by reviewing some recent cases in the High Court of Australia.
These cases show that the Woolmington principle is not absolute. It does not govern every aspect or stage of a
criminal trial. It is hoped that by studying the exceptions to the general principle, its central meaning will be
seen in sharper focus.
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UNRAVELLING THE GOLDEN THREAD
WOOLMINGTON iN THE

HiGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA

By
Paul Ames Fa[rai[*
Associates Professor of Law
Bond University

The principle that the prosecution must prove the guilt of the
accused beyond reasonable doubt is basic to the
administration of criminal justice (Woolmington v The
Queen)oI The purpose of t~’ds article is to determine the outer
limits of the principle by reviewing some recent cases in the
High Court of Australia. These cases show that the
Woolmington principle is not absolute. It does not govern
every aspect or stage of a criminal trial B is hoped that by
studying the exceptions to the general principle, its central
meaning will be seen in sharper focus,

Reginald Woolmington and his wife, Violet Kathleen, separated shortly after
their marriage. On the day in question Reginald went to Violet’s home. He
armed himself with a sawn-off shotgun, which he fled with string to the
inside of his coat. Violet came to the door when he kn~kedo They went
together into the front room. Some time later the rkqe discharged and Violet
fell dead. No-one saw the shooting. Woolmington said it was an accident.
He was tried for wilful murder before Finlay J but the jury disagreed after
only one hour and twenty-five minutes. He was then retried before Swift J at
Bristol Assizes. The judge told the jury that once t~he fact of the killing was
proved by the prosecution, it was for the accused to prove that it was an
accident. Woolmington was convicted and sentenced to hang. The Court of
Criminal Appeal declined to grant leave to appeal. The AttorneyoGeneral
certified that the case involved a point of law of exceptional public
importance, and the conviction was reviewed by the House of Lords, which
set it aside. Swift J’s direction amounted to a reversal on the onus of proof.
Viscount Sankey’s words are as famous as any spoken in the House of
Lords:

A Sl~cial thanks to my colleagaes Professor Eric Colvin and Assistant Professor Janet
MclNmald for poin~g out some ~gh sp~ o remaining blotches are of course a~
mine.
[1935] AC 462.
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The importance of Woolmington cannot be doubted. It~ is the jealous
protection of liberty from which the golden thread is spun. Areas of the
criminal trial in which the ordinary criminal standard do not operate are
anomalous.’ The Queensland legislature was recently moved to reaffmu the
importance of the criminal stmudard in relation to drafting legislation/ The
Woolmington principle Nas been faithfully applied throughout the common
law world. In Hunt the House of Lords diluted the principle somewhat by
holding tl~at statutory exceptions could be express or imphed. In Australia,
the principle has been followed in the common law and Code states,
although neither the Griffith nor Tasmanian Codes contain any specific

2
3
4
5

Ibid at 482.
Thom~o~ (1989) 169 CLR 1 at 29 per Brerman J.
S~¢i v Tb~ Q~n (1991) 172 C~ 1 at 9 ~r ~e L
~ ~g~¢i~ S~r~ Ac¢ (Qld) 1~2.
[1987] I AC 352; [1986] 3 W~ 1115. ~e aceus~ w~ charg~ wi~ ~ulawful
~eg~ ~ a ~g~ drag, ~ely~ mo~ ~t~ m ~ 5(2) of ~e M~e of
Drags Ace. Under u~ ~g~fi~s k is pr~ ~at s~s~s ~ug less
.~ ~r ~t of mow~e ~uded N such a way uhat ~e mo@~e ~ot

H~t wag f~M N ~ssessi~ of a subs~ c~g mow~e Nat did n~
e~d~ ~ m ~e pr~d~ of mo~e N uhe ~wder. Hmut ~d n~ Nve ~d~
~d g~ ~e~ wag no ~ to ~wer. He cg~g~ Mg pl~ m g~ty ~r ~e
Cm~ ~ ~t ~e~ wag a ~ge m ~uswer. He a~ b~ ~cfi~ m ~ H~se

exp~gg or Lmp~ ~d ~he ~rd~ of p~f ~ght ~ pl~ ~ ~e a~usM whe~er
~ ex~fi~ a~ N ~ s~e ctau~ ~ ~ne ~st~ent c~g ~e off~ or ku
a gubgequent provision and whe~er ~e offence was tfiaMe summarily or
~~ ~ud w~d ~ ~scha~ ~ u~ M~ of p~ab~es; ~ ~at whe~
~e ~g~gfic ~ngtmcfi~ did n~ clea@ ~cate where ~e ~rd~ lay ~e
~t t~ m ~&er ~side~fi~s m de~e ~e ~ufi~ of Parg~t, su~
~ m~cNef ~g wNch uhe pm¢~i~ was ~ ~d p~cfi~ ~side~fi~g guch ag,
a ~c~ar ~ge, ~ ~ge or ~icN~ for ~e ~s~cfive ~Neg of ~scha~g
~ of p~f.

Chg$$ ~ Pae~e D~op LM (19~) 170 C~ 249 ~ ~7 ~ ~e question wheNer

~e g~eml ~e imposNg gabNty, g so, ~e q~esfion ig whe~er ~e leNslamre
intended to ~se ~pon ~e ~ccused the ultLmate b~rden of coming wi~in the
~~. ~ Nte~m may ~ e~ss o~ ~p~.
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reference to the requL~ment of proof beyond reasonable doubt,~ Although
the operation of Woo~mington within its pr~ary area of operation (proving
the elements of the offence and r, egating any relevant defence) is assured,
some recent cases show that the principle is not absolute. Anomalous they
may be, but there are areas of the criminal tfiN process where Woolmington
does not apply.

Proof of jurisdiction

Until recently the leading case on jurisdiction was the bizarre case of aerial
hi-jacking, Hilderbrandt, which came before the Queensland Court o
Criminal Appeal. Hildebrandt boarded in Sydney an aMiner bound for
Brisbane° Somewhere in the vicinity of Casino, which is close m the
Queensland border in northern New South Wales, he summoned a flight
steward and, brandishing a firearm, demanded that the plane rettwn to
Sydney. Wires could be seen promading from the seat pocket. He was
holding one in each hand. He said that if the wires toucb~A the bomb would
explode. Fortunately, he was disarmed and tbe airliner Landed safely in
Brisbane. He was duly charged with °putting’ or ’depositing’ an explosive
device on an aircraft, contrary to subsections 470 and 470A of the Criminal
Code (Qld)o Th9 ~ficulty for the Crown was to identify events occurring in
Queensla,nd which could amount to a ’putting’ or a °depositing’ of the bomb
on the aircraft. The evidence was that he had manufactured the device
wholly in New South Wales and, apart from holding the wires, had not
touched it after the aircraft crossed the border into Queensland, The defence
argued ~t it was for the Crown to prove beyond reasonable doubt that the
elements of the offence occurred in Queensland° The trial judge directed the
jury that the matter of jurisdiction was to be decided on the balance of
probabilitieSo If they thought it probaNe that the accused had ’put’ or
°deposited’ the bomb in the aircraft after it entered Queensland airspace, they
coNd convict. On appeal, the Queensland Cot~ of Criminal Appeal held
thJs to be a misdirection. The issue of j~sdiction fell to be determined on
the crh~inal rather than the civil standmN, that is, beyond reasonable doubt.

Thus stood the law ~til Thompson v The Queen~ came before the High
Court. On 30 December 1981 the bodAes of two women were recovered
from a burnt-out car on the Monaro Highway some miles from Canberra~
The accident occurred a number of miles from t~ p~ace where the Monaro
Highway crosses the border into New South Wales. The &~iver escaped
unharmed° His explanation was that he had lost control of the car which had

8

9

t0

11

MMien v Th~ Qgeen (1938) 59 CLR 124;
2!2~ ~2; &ingei (t9~) 171 C~ 312 at 332.
I has~ m a~ ~a~ ~e of ~e ~ses (S~p~rd v T~ Q~en ~low n 23) d~s not
menfi~ W~4fon
[1%4] Qd R 43; s~
~-S~ 143 at 150.
(1989) 169 C~ 1; (1989) 41 A CNm R 134.
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crashed and burned. His explanation was accepted by the investigating
officers. Several years later, he was convicted of a murder arising from a
separate incident which had certa~ sknfiar~fies with the Monaro deaths. An
investigation h~to ti~e 1981 killings then took place, as a result of which he
was charged on two counts of murder. The Crown case was that the accused
had shot the women and set fire to the car to make it look like an accident.
The defence contested t~he power of the Australian Capital Territory Supreme
Court to try the case, argNng t~hat it was possible that the accused bad shot
his victims in New South Wales and staged the accident across the border in
the Australian Capital Territory. In that event, the matters were properly
dealt with in New South Wales. The defence sought a special verdict on the
issue of jurisdiction, which the ~al judge refused to allow, directing the jury
that it was sufficient if they were satisfied on the balance of probabilities that
the deaths occurred in the Australian Capital Territory. The accused was
convicted. The High Court granted special leave to appeal but dismissed the
appeal° Mason CJ and Dawson J (with whom Gaudron J agreed) considered
that the jurisdictional issue was properly a matter to be decided on the
balance of probgbilifieso1~ The following passage is worth quoting at length.

The fmadamental principle of our criminal law is that the accused’s guilt must
be established beyond reasonable doubt. The law requires that standard of
proof of the commission of a criminal offence in order to eliminate or
minirr~e the chance that an L~mocent person might be fom~d guilty with all
the grave consequences that such an err~eous conderematioa would have for
the accused, for our system of justice and for the community generallyo The
ftmdamental principle is not offended if the facts essential to the existence of
jurisdiction in the court to enter judgment are required to be established
according to t~ civil standard of woof. That is a discrete question which
may be left to a jm~’ upon the lesser standard of proof without diver~ng them

from the standard which they are otherwise required to apply in determir~Sng
guilt or L%nocenceo Tl~e policy or pu~se which underlies the f~ndamenta!
principle is sufficiently served and ti~e protection of the acoused adequately
assured if the crimSnat standard of woof is applied to at1 the facts relied upon
to make out tbe elements of the offence, To apply that standard to the woof
of facts establishing the jurisdiction of the trial court would extend the
protection of an accursed person to the point of entitling him to an acquittal on
the ground that the prosecution could not wove beyond reasonable do~t~t that
the offence was comxvJtted in one State or Territory rather than another, even
though~ if jm~isdiction were assmmed, the c:~rcumstances would be such as to
show beyond reasonable doubt that the accused com~nitted the offence
charged. To extend the protection in this way would travel beyond the
Nterests which the law seeks m safeguard in imposing the cri~wfinat standard
of proof mqd at the same time adversely affect the punic interest in the
a&mir~istration of justice by allowing a wrongdoer to escape conviction,
notwithstanding that the balance of probabilitie~ suggests that the wrongdoer

12 Above n 2 at 15; 142.
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Unravelling the Gok~en Thread

is subject to the jurisdiction from which he seeks to escape. A wrongdoer
clearly subject to the laws of one of two S~wisdictions would ese~e the laws
of both, even where such laws were identical, sL-ripty because the prosecution
could riot prove the place of the c~r~maission of the offence beyond reasonable

doubt. The prospect of this outcome would be lessened if the civil standard of
13

proof were to be applied. (citafior~ omitwA)

This was so ’notwithstanding differences in statute law in the various
States and territories (including differences as to penalties).’" Brennan J
held that in gener?d the issue of jurisdiction tamed on the civil standard, but
where the matters charged would not be criminal in the competing
jurisdiction, or where the maximum punishment was less, then Woogmington

15
should apply with all its protective vigour. Deane J agreed in substance
with this view.1~

Proa  of guilt based upon circumstantial evidence

O~ ~econd case, Shepherd v The Queen,~7 concerns the application of the
Woolmington rule in the context of circumstantial evidence. The general
principle is that a jury cannot rettwn a verdict of guilty tmless circttmstances
are such as to be, inconsistent with any reasonable hypothesis other than the
guilt of the accused.’~ The question that has arisen is whether it is
permissible for a jm~i to infer guilt from a fact or collection of facts which
have not been established beyond reasonable doubt~ In Chamberlain v The
Queen~9 Gibbs CJ and Mason J (as he then was) adopted a Woolmington
approach and answered this question in the negative.

[T]he jury carmot view a f~ct as a basis for aa i,’~ference of guilt unless at t,he
end of the day they are satisfied of the existence of hhat fact beyond

13
14
15

!6

17
18
19

1bid at 12; 141oZ
1bid at t3; 142.
Poid at 29; 154. It is nc~ ctear from Brerm~m J’s judgment whether differences in penn1
practice wil! lead to the issue being tested on the crinfinat standard. For example,
sentencing roles relating to remissions and a&ministrative we-release schemes may
differ substantially fre~n one jurisdiction to another. Should such differences be a
gmond for adc~pting the stricter standard?
Thompson was applied by the Queensland Court of CrimAnal Apw~ in
(1992) 62 A Cr~an R %o
(1990) 170 CLR 573; no~ed (1991) 15 C~m LJ 203.
P~acock (191t) 13 CLR 619 at 634°
Chamberlain (1983) 153 CLR 521. The disappearance of nine week old Azaria
Chamberlain from a camping ground at Ayer~s Rock on 17 August 1980, the
subsequent c~avicfion of re~her Lindy for muNer and father Michaet as an access~’
after the fact to murder, and the unsuccessful appeals to ~m HAgh Court of Australia,
mark one of the darkest chapters in fl~ bAstory of Australian cr~av&nal justice. After the
publication of the report of ti~ Ca~emfission of 5aquiry set up to investigate the affair, 7
long years after their cor~victiens, Lindy and Michael were pardoned and legislation
was passed to enable the matter to be referred to the Northern Territory Court of
Criminal Appeal, which duly quashed the original c~nvicfions: Re Convic¢ion of
Chum&ordain (1988) 93 FLR 239°

233
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reachable douN. When the evidence is circumstantial, the jury, whether in a
civil or in a criminal case, are required to draw an inference from the
circumstances of the case; in a civil case the circumstances must raise a more
probable inference in favour of what is alleged, ar~ in a eriminal case the
circumstances must exclude any reasonable hypothesis consistent with

This came to be known as the ’Ck~znberlain direction’. It was based on
Van Beelen where the South Auswalian Court of Crh-ninal Appeal said:

As a matter of con-anon sense, it is iml~ssible to infer guilt from facts which
are in doubLoo[T]he jury should be told that they can draw inferences or@
from facts which are clearly proved..o

In Chamberlain Gibbs CJ and M~ason J noted that the South Auswalian
Court had shrunk from the logical conclusion that the jury could draw
inferences only from facts which are proved beyon~d reasonable doubt
although that conclusion was implicit in their reasoning. But their Honours
thought that any pr~maa~y facts must first be ~roved beyond r~nable doubt
before an inference of guilt could be drawno~

The Chamberlain direction was reconsidered by the High Court in
Shepher&~’ The accused stood convicted of conspiracy to import heroin into
Australia° The Crown case was based upon three separate and independent
strands of evidence: evidence of former accomplices who had been granted
immunity; evidence of a police undercover agent who shared a cell with the
accused; and evidence of vahous financial wansactions which were said to
prove that the accused had laundered &nag money in Australia° The trial
judge declined to give a ’Chamberlain direction’. The New South Wales
Cour~ of Criminal Appeal" held that the tfiN judge had erred in falling to
give the Chamberlain direction, but (differently constituted)~’ dismissed the

20
21
22
23

24
25
26
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Unrave~in~ ~he Gok~n Thread

appeal on the ground that no substantial miscarriage of justice had
occurred.27

On appeal, it was argued that the trial had miscarried because the trial
judge had failed to tell the jury that in a case turning on circumstantial
evidence no inference could be drawn from any fact unless that fact was
established beyond reasonable doubt. The High Court dismissed the appe~.
Mason CA concex~ that the joint judgment in Chambertain had given rise to
’mlsconcept~onS’o His Honour therefore suggested that the judgment be
understood in the following terms, as expounded by Dawson J (with whom
Gaudron and Toohey JJ conct~qed).~ There was no law or practice requ~g
a Chamdpertain direction in every case based on circumstantial evidence. But
where a fact or series of facts formed an indispensable link in a chain of
reasoning supporting an inference of g~ailt, that inference could not be drawn
if the supporting facts were in doubt. Whether a Chamdperlain direction
was required would depend upon the individual circumstances. But in
general, the~e was no rule of law which r~uked a jt~ to discom-~t facts not
established beyond reasonable doubt. Only where the process of reasoning
involved finks in a chain rather than strands of a rope, would the crimh-~al
s~qdard of proof be applied to those lh~Ns deemed to be ’intermediate’ or
’indispensable’.31 But circumstantial evidence was sometimes like strands of
rope, relying upon a series of interrelated and mutually independent facts.

McHugh J had no doubt that the judgment of Gibbs CA and Mason J in
Chamberlain laid down that no fact, intermediate or otherwise, could be used

28

29
3O
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as a basis for an inference of guilt unless that fact was proved beyond
rea~naNe doubt, and had been acwA upon by several courts accordingly.
However, the rtfle was mi~onceived and should be rejected. Iris Honour
thought that in a case turrfing on ckcurnstant~ evidence an inference of guilt
could be drawn from a combination of facts no one of which, by itself, is
established beyond masonaNe doubt. A jury was not obliged t~ evaluate
each piece of evidence separately. The evidence should be viewed as a
whole. It might then support an inference which could r~t be drawn from
any one of the facts in iso1~ono C~rcumstantial evidence was a cumulative
process, operating in geometrical progression, by eliminating other

ssibflitie~ ~’ I-~ Honour rejected the notion that, as a matter of logic, any
fact is, or is not, necessary for the proof of guilt. Each case will turn on its
own facts. A conviction may be justified despite a failure to prove an
essential aspect of the Crown case beyond reasonable doubt because of
k~resistible proof coming from elsewhere]~ But where t~he facts are scant, an
inference of guilt beyond reasonable doubt may be untenable unless each
fact is proved beyond reasonable doubt.

Stealing and   ceiving

Our third case relates to the area of stealing and receiving. Usually0
provision is expre~ly made for alternative findings. These rules are mostly
sitent as to what standard of proof applies in the event that the jury is
satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that one of the two offences was

37
committed but cannot be certain which one.

32

33

34

35

35

37

2~

Above n lg at 589; 591; see Matghews (1984) 36 SASR 503 at 507; Sorby [1986] VR
753 at 789.
L~ the Cbaamber~ai~ c~e, the fact that it was not shown beyond reasonable doubt that
the blood in the case was feetat blood, ~r that the jmrnp suit was ct~t with scissors, did
not me~a that the jury should have been told to ignore this evidence. The question
whether" a dL~go took the baby appears (wmngty) to have bee~ regarded as a pC~rnary
fact. Thus, it seems to have been assumed that if the jury were satisfied beyond
reasonable do~t that a dingo did not take Azaria, ~ L~ference of guilt coMd be drown,
as ff disproof of a possible hypothesis beyond reasonable doubt co~Ad, of itself, provide
the bash for ~ inference of gust beyond reas~aable doffot~ See ~lso Richard (1986) 34
A Crim R 407 at 409 (NSW, CCA); W~issens¢~iner (1992) 62 A Crim R 96; Robinson
(1991) 55 A C~m R 318.
Ki~bogr~ [1973] AC 729 at 75g~ per Lord Simon of GtaisdNe (qaoted by McHugh J at
(1990) 170 CLR at 592).
His Honorer gave as ar~ e×~mple a failure to prove the opporcunicy to commit the crime
e~r~bi~ed with irregistiNe proof of motive and m~ar~ which, in hi~ view~ could justify a
conviction: op cig at 592.
Unde~ the Crknina~ Codes of Q~een~land a~ We~t~m Austr°~a (ss 5(~(4) and 586(4)
respectively) .’here the jury f~d that the accused either st~le or received the property
but are tmabte to say which of thoze offences was c~mrrttted, the accused ~s not
entitled to nn acquittal but may be convicted of the lea~t serious offence. In $~th
A~tr~a ~ 196 ~f the Crimim~ Law Consdidagion Act 1935 ($A) provides that charges
of s~g ~nd r~ving ~pec’ufc property may be ~.~cluded ~ separate c~unt~ on the
same informadon and h~ied together as alternative c~mts.
In home jurisdictions it appears that D may be convicted of sl~ling even though it is
not proved beyond reasonable d~abt that D stole the goods, if it is proved [beyond

8
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Ur~mve~ing the Gok~en Thread

In Gibson v The Quee~’ the applicant was cl-~xged in Sou~ Au~ w~th
one count of shop bring ~d l~ceny ~d one count of r~eiving such
stolen g~, ~e pro~ufion refi~ u~n ~e d~ of ~nt
some of ~e stolen pro~y having ~n found in ~e ~plic~t’s ~ ~e
~iN judge gave the following dir~tion, which w~s sup~rted by c1~
authority ~ Sou~ Aus~Nia:~

[I-if you reach the stage ~at you are satisfied beyond r~nable doubt tha~
the accused is guilty of eitlher of those two offences [shopbreakkng and
larceny or receiving]ooothen you must determine on the balance of
probabilities which of those offences it is which he has com.rnittedo~

On appeal against conviction, the High Comet unanimously held that there
was no substantial miscarriage of justice, and dismissed the appealo
However, divergent views were expressed concerning the direction°
Brennan J approved the °balance of probabilities’ direction as appropriate, a1
least where the statutory maxima were the smnaeo He said:

The principle kr~ Woolmington, properly maderstood, is cN~ala~ m er~,~e
~hat ~ a~us~’s liabi~] m p~b~t d~n~ whotly o~ ~e j~y’s v~ct
and that liability to punishment is established beyond reasonable
doubL_~V]h~e l~ceW ~d r~eivkng ~e ch~g~ N ~qe N~ive ~d
m~flmmm ~a~ for ~ch of ~o~ offences ~ ~ s~e, it d~s no viotea~
to ~e prNciple ~ Woo~kqgmn m d~t ~he JW ~ha~ provid~ ~ey ~e
s~fi~ ~yond re~on2~le ~ubt ~hat ~e a~u~ ~ ~afl~, either of l~c~y
or of receiving, they should convict of that offence which they find
esmblish~ on ~e bN~ce of wobabilifies m have ~en
prNciple L~ Woo~Ngma ~ pr~ficN ~nd Wo~ve; it is not a ~vi~ for
~rmittiag ~he guil~ to esca~ by raising a dilemma of proof between
offices wh~ ~he ~ed h~ ~a Nov~ ~yond re~n~le doubt m have
com~t~ one or o~er of ~hem ~d a ~nvicfion for one ex~s~
~ea~r p~~t ~h~ c~vicfi~ for ~e o~f~

38
39

40
4t

reasonable doubt] fi~at D was eflher the tbJef or a receiver, provided ~at it
pmv~ Ion ~e ~ of ~~d~] ~at D was ~e ~ef. g ~ ~r fact is not
prove, ~h~ D may ~ con%c~ of m~i~g. ~ Agtor~-Ge~rM of Hong Kong v
Y~ Kai-f~n [1988] AC ~2 ~) ~ ~ of p~aNNde~ a~ch was ~ld
a ~sd~d~: s~ ~so Arc~oM: P~e~ng, Evince ~ Prattle ~ Cr~d~
43rd ~ (1988); ~e~se N Victoria, ~ Brae [19881 VR 579 ~d N C~ada, see
Kowiyk [1988] 2 S~ 59 (1988) 43 CCC Od) 1; aliter Ln New ~d,
Cri~ ~w ~ Pract&, ~ New ~ (1971) ~ 1731.
(1991) 172 C~ 353; (t991) 53 A C~ R 3~; (1992) 65 A~ 4t6.
Ghys v Crier [19341 SASR ~; Dawson [!~1 SASR 2~; B~g~,
Soa~ A~s~n ~n of A~, 12 Febra~~ 19~. N uhe Coax of A~ N G~son
s 196 was itsetf relied ~pon as providing a statmo~ exception to the role
WoolmMgton. ~d s~ Harper (1984) 14 A C~ R 414 at 417 kn ~Nfi~ m s 181 of
~e CriN~ ~w Co~d~t~n Act 1935 (SA).
G~son a~ve n 39 at 356; 345.
r~id at 357; 353.

237
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However, where Ne offences were governed by different statutory
maxima, his Honour Nought that different considerations appliedo In that
case, a verdict of guilty of the more serious offence had to be ~ on proof
beyond reasonable doubt. Moreover, Brennan J rejected the notion accepted
by the majority that offence seriousness could be determined as a
preliminary exercise in the sentencing discretion by the trial judge.

McHugh J favoured a Woolmdngton approach. His Honour considered
that once ~ ju.~ had disposed of the steatng charge on the basis that D had
not taken the property, the jury should consider the receiving charge on the
assumption that some other person had stolen the property. It was then
necessary to prove that D had received the stolen property knowing at the
time that it was stolen. That issue had to be proved beyond reasonable
doubt.’~

The majority view, contained in a joint judgment by ~Mason C J, Dearie,
Dawson arid Toohey J J, was that the direction was wrong° However, it was
not wrong because of a failure to comply with WooimingtOno

The trial judge, rather ~an directing ~e jury to reama a verdict of guilty of
fine offence which they consider to. have been ff~e more probable, should
direct them that, if ~ey are satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that the
accused either stol~ fine property or received h knowing k m have been stoler~,
but ~ey are maabte to s~,, wNch, then flaey should return a verdict of guilty of
ff~e less serio~ offence.

The majority indicated that prima facie Ne statutory maximum will
indica~ the seriousn~ of the offence but that presumption is liable to be
displacedo Thus, the receiving of particular property may, in some
circumstances, be more serious than stealing them. The trial judge was
required to tell the jury which offence was more serious in the particular
circums~ces of the case. This would prevent the accused being convicted
of the more serious offence on the balance of probabilitieso Reference was
made m Thompson where it was observed that:

42

43
44

1bid a~ 354; 353; 424. Strangely, his Honour held ~at in ff~e circamasr~nces of ~he ~se
~ere w~ no misca~age of j~tice. His Honour reas~ed ~at ~use ~he j~
~~ ~ ~e r~i~g ch~e ~d a~ ~ ~e s~g charge, ~ey had
gafisfi~ ~y~d ~s~abte d~N ~ ~e re~i~mg charge. TbJs was ~ause
dL~ ~ p~ ~ r~sonable d~N ~’~e c~,me or Ne ~r. B~
~ a~le, why n~ gn eve~ ~se? ~ H~r’g c~clusi~ a~ to give

Gau&~ J ~~ N a sho~ s~e N~m~t (at 370).
A~e n 39 g 3~; 351; 420. ~ ~ essay ~ ~e m ~ f~d ~ ~ Gr~
C~ {n 31 ~ve). N~e Nat ~e ma~fi~ ~ ~e sugges5~ of Ne Pfi~ Co~
N gip Kai-f~n (~ve n 32) ~at ~ ju~ shoNd p~ m ~e h~g c~e
w5~ ~e c5a~e of ~e~ gad ~ exclude. ~ did n~ ~e a~t of
~t wg~ ~ Cm~ m~es ~ e~dm~ of ~t ~ssesN~ wNch is ~is~nt
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w~thLn the general prk~ciple la~d down b~ Woohm~ngton, R may be necessary

to determL~e a particular L~ue ~ ~,~ch a way as to en~e that an u,~d~ubted
wrongdoer does not escape conviction entkely.

The majority’s approach ~s m be sensible. It adopts in essemce the
orule under the Griffith Code. It applies without difficulty where there are
statutory alternatives: for example, indecent assault and assaultf’ If the jury
is satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that D either indecently assaulted V or
assaulted him or her, but c~nnot say which, it seems sensible that a
conviction for the less serious offence (assault) should be retumedo*~ There
is of course a difference between this case and the case of stealing or
receiving° In the former, ex hypothesi, the only reason why doubt might
exist would be as to the element of indecency° In the latter, it may be
uncertain whether D was the thief or a receiver, mad yet he may be convicted
for the least serious offence, even though dot~N exists as to his gailt for tha~
offence° The difference is that while every case of indecent assault
necessarily includes an assault, receiving and stealing are mutualIy
excluslveo

The majority’s approach is not without some difficultieso It requires the
jth~y to approach the question of liability with one eye to the likety penaltyo
This may work for or against the accused, but in either case it is hardly
desirabteo A second, stronger objeztion, lies in the judge telling the jury
which offence would at~act the heaviest penNtyo As Brer~ma J ~ted, it is

45
46
47
48

49

1bid at 365; 352; 421o
Above ~ 37.
For example Crim&~ag Code (Qld) s 575; Crim~s Ad t900 (NSW) ss 34, 61Q0 425.
Admittedly, this is not ~ways the case. For example0 L~ Saraswad (1990) 172 CLR 1 a
majority (Toohey, McHugh, Ga~adron JJ) held that where charge~ of aggravated
indecent aasault (Cr#~s Ad 1900 (NSW)o s 6tE(1), a~d carnal k~owledge (s 72) are
statute barred, a charge of indecency (s ~1E(2)) vd21 not lie if the evide~ discloses ar~
assault or se×aal intercourse. The implicatien i~ that a charge of indeee~cy may be
defmded by asserting or show~ing guilt of or0e of the mo~e serious charges (a~r Dawso~
J at 15; McHugh J at 27)° L~terestingly~ the same proNem could arise under the
Crimiwag Code (Qld) s 215 (2 year limitations period). A rigid application of
Woogmb~ggo~ to thSs PecdSar sire_ ~ador~ wo~Ad Lmpty that D i~ ~titled m a~ aczluittat en
a charge of indecency u~ess P car~ prove b~yo~d reasonable doub$ that D had no~
assaulted her or had intercourse Mth her, eve~ though the jury are satisfied that he
acted indece~ttyo Whether the majority intended to apply Woo~.inggo~ in this way i~
~aot clear~ Dawso~ J (at 15) ~d ~e J Ct 9) do not address th]~ pont, althoagh
Dearie J e×pressty refers m d~ ~omalens cases (receiving, choice of forum) which
oust Woo~mJ~ggon as a gromnd for rejec~g the view adopted by the majodtyo Hi~
Ho~our clearly saw sco~ for the accused to escape by raising the possibRity of the
more serious offence en the balance of probab~Aities; unadulterated         go~ w~d
~uire (paradoxic~y) t~ Crow~ to prove bey®d reasovable doubt that the accused
was no~ guilty of the more serious offence. Only then woMd it be safe to convict (~tmt of
course° oNy on the lesser charge, the more serious charge being statute barred). See
also Coding (1989) 44 A CAm R 171; Redgard [19561 St R Qd 1.
Note thN a person cam~ot be f~d guilty of receiving stolen goods ff he was the actual
thief: Coggb~s (1873) 12 Cox CC 577; Lock~g¢ [19141 2 KB 720 (1914) 9 Cr App R
258°
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contrary to principle and to practice to permit or require a trial judge to give a
j~y a direction, being a direction on a matter of fact, as to wb.ich offer~e is
likety to be visited with a more severe or less severe sentence.

Some relevant sentencing fac~s may not be known to the judge, and may
bear differently upon the separate offences of stealing and receiving.
Moreover, there is authority for the proposition that sen~ncing should be
based upon facts which are themselves established beyond reasonable dou~~I
(or at the very least according to the sliding scale implied by Briginsha~)o

Psycho ogica  Now automatism

The Q~een v Falconer, the last of our qua~e~et, is a sad case arising out of
domestic violence mad psychological stress. The appellant, a 50-year-old
woman, was charged with murdering her husband. She admitted shooting
him° The main issue was whether she had the necessary intent. She had no
recollection of fetching the shotgun or firing it. She claimed to have gone ’all
funny’ at some moment before t~he shooting. She remembered her husband
pulling her hair and sexua~y assaulting her° In addition, there was a history
of spousal abuse directed at her and at a foster child in her care°

The legal issues arising in Falconer traverse the muddy waters of the
insanity defenceo Two important rules of criminal law require considerationo¯
The fi~’st is that a person is not cr~’ninally responsible if insane according to
law at the time of the criminal act. The definition of insanity at law is, in
most jurisdictions, given by the M’Naghten Rules, or some modern
variation thereof° Essentially, the Rules require the defendant to prove that
at the tkrne of doing the act she was afflicted by mental illness so that she did
not know what she was doing or that it was wrong° The second rule is that a
person is not criminally responsible for an act or omission which occurs
independendy of the wi!l, that is, an invo~tary act or omission. This rule is
regarded as fundamental both at common law and under the Australian
Criminal Codeso~ A person who successfully pleads involuntariness is
entided m a complete acquittal, but a successful plea of insanity leads to
indef~mite detention during the Governor’s pleasureo The issue of insm,~ity is
left to the jury if there is evidence of men~ itlness capable of causing one of

50
51
52

53
54
55

Above n 39 at 37~ 355.
Barbaro (1993) 1 Qd R 502~
(1930) 60 CLR 336 at 361-2. ~e s~dNg s~e ~pge~ ~at ~e more se6ous ~e
~sequ~ ~ ~ a~e~e ~ng, ~he mo~ s~gent ~e st~d~d ~ N~f ~.
In Victoria ghe gomewhat lower Brigi~s~w s~andard has been applied: see
C~rNi~ [!983] 2 ~ 511; (1982) 14 A C~ R 67.
(19~3) 171 C~ 30; (19~) 50 A C~ R 2~.
(t843) 10 ~ & F~ 2~ at 210; 8 ER 718 at 722; [1843~] ~ ~ 229.
S~d~ 23 of ~e Gri~ah C~ N fo~ L~ ~nsl~d ~d Wegem Aus~a d~la~s
’...[A] w~on ~ not ~s~nsible f~ ~ act or o~ssi~ wNch ~ ~dewn~n@ of
~e exercise of ~e ~, ~ f~ ~ event wNch ~ ~ accid~t’. S~ Nso s t3 of ~e
Tasm~N~ Cr~l C~.
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the requh~,xi incapacities, whether or not insanity is relied on by the defenceo
Moreover, insanity must be proved on the balance of probabilities° By
contrast, where there is evidence fit to be considered by the jury on the issue
of involuntariness the jm~! is directed that it is for the Crown to disprove
involuntariness beyond reasonable doubto~

The term automatism is sometimes encountered in this context°.
Automatism refers to the performance of complex behaviour in a state of
diminished or excluded consciousness. Automatism is not a legal term as
such. The concept of automatism merely invokes the basic legal principle of
involuntariness. In other words, there is no separate defence of automatism
apart from a denial of voluntarinesso Some forms of insanity are capable of
causing involuntary conduct. Conversely, involuntary conduct such as
sleepwaNing or reflex muscular movements may occur apart from mental
i11neSSo Thus arises a distinction between sane automatism (sometimes
inelegantly called nOnoinsane automatism) and insane automatism. One test
for distinguishing between sane and insane automatism is whether
automatism was caused by factors external to the accused° On this approach,
external factors points to sane automagsm; internal factors points to i~sane
automatism.

In Falconer’s ’case, the defence relied upon section 23 of the Crimdnal
Code and sought to tender evidence of extreme shock causing ’psychological
Now’ automatism° Two psychiatrists were called° Both testified that the
appellant was sane at the time of the killing, although subject to a profound
mental disturbance produced by psychological shock. The comet ruled that
the evidence was insufficient to raise an issue of involuntariness under
section 23 of the Code. The evidence did not disclose any external factor at
the time of the killin{~ leading to a psychological conflict and causing the
accused to dissociate. The medical evidence was therefore not considered
by the jury° The Full Court of Western Australia allowed an appeal. The
refusal to altow the psychiatric evidence to be considered by the jury on the
question of voluntariness and intent was in error. The High Court
unanimously confa~med that psychological Now automatism coutd be relied
upon as a basis for negativing intent and volun~mess independently of the
insanity defenceo

56
57

58

59

Ryan ~ The Q~een (t967) 121 CLR 205.
The external factors test was criticised by T~hey J in The Q~en
Falconer (!9~) 171 ~ 30 at
~e l~med ~ C~dssi~er ~ ~ a n~r of aukhofi~es for ~e
~hat e~den~ ~ s~s, ~y ~d ~ssi~ we~ n~ ~p~le k~ law of ~us~g or
~tfib~g m a s~ of ~afism: Tsigos [1~] NS~ 1~; ~royce [1~0] SASR
1~; ls)¢ (1978) Cr App R ~; SMlivan [19~] AC 156; He~sO [1989] 2 N~ ~7;
[1989] 2 ~ ~ 9. He ~c~ m r~y ~ ~e briefly ~d d~si~ of
(1972) ~ AM 412 ~ wNch au~a~sm was te~ m ~e ju~" whe~ ~e e~n~ was of
a series of shaae~g ~odonN
(1989) ~ A C~m R 83.
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The case is significant in the present context because of the detailed
consideration given to issues relating to onus and burden of proof. A11
members of the Comet agreed that where a defence of involuntariness was
raised under section 23 of the Criminal Code, the bm’den of disproving the
claim beyond reasonable doubt tay upon the Crown. However, Mason C J,
Brennan and McHugh J J, in a joint judgment, held that a defence of
automatism could not be relied upon for the purpose of raising a reasonable
doubt with respevt to intent or voluntariness unless the defe~ce proved (on
the batance of probabilities) that a state of automatism exis~zl at the relevant
time, and was also able to prove (agak% on the balance of probabilities) each
of tb~ee exempting conditions (namely, that the automatism was transient,
caused by trauma and not likely to recur)o~ It was said that:

cast this onus on the accused does no violence to the principle in
Woob~dngton v Direcgor of P~lic Prosec~o~, for ~e ~sue ~ not one of
crL~qN res~ibiliw bat ~e cause of ~he ~nditioa wNch deprived ~e
a~u~ of ~~ r~ibfii~.

This disclaimer is hardly convincing° If this view is correct, then a failure
to prove automatism on the civil standgaN will lead to the rejection of any
defence of psychological Now automatism under section 25, which in turn
may lead to a conviction, even t~hough there is a reasonable possibility that D
was in a state of automatism at t~he relevant Nneo This is s~ety incompatible
with Woolming~ono The views expressed by Deane and Dawson JJ (in a
joint judgment)~ and by Gaudron J~ do not support this approach. It is
harder to pin down Toohey J’s view on the point, although there is no
evidence that his Honour favoured applying the civil standard to the
threshold question regarding the existe~e of automatism.

Thagmpson and Gilaon are both sensible d~isio~. In T~son the re~ m
Woo~ngton ~ a we-~ issue going m jm~cfion w~ gghfly ~ej~te~
The application was merely obs~uctive, and had ~o merit in terms of
pr~rving ~e pr~pfioa of Nn~a~. Gigson implies nat where s~Ng
and r~eiving ae N~mafive charges and P redes on the d~Nne of v~nt
~s~ssion, the~ D is not enfifl~ m ~ ~qai~ on ~ ~is of r~nable
doubt where Ne jmv ~ ~fisfied ~yond r~a~le doubt ~t D commit~

51
62

53

°E×eraptir~g’ because tmless ti~e camditior~s am f~ad to e~st E~e aut~afism, L# it
e~s~ ~N ~ kr~d as ha�rag ~ ~d by ment~ disease ar~ ~N l~d m a
s~d~ ver~ of n~ g~ by ~ of
A~ve n 54 at 56.

have a~gued elsewbere ~at ~Ss v~ew ~s m~tenable. See F~raR, Wol~ta{mess,
A~mma~sm m~d ~s~edW: Re~c~s m F£~e~’ (1993) 17 C~ ~ 81.
A~ve n 54 at 61-2.
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one offence or the other but cannot be satJsfied (beyond reasonable d~ubt) ~
to which. Under ~ c~cums~q~s Woog~ngton should n~ pro~de ~e
bas~s for a wholly unmer~tor~ous acquittal; the holding that ~n such
ckcumstances D should ~ convict~ of ~e less ~dous offence is quite
defensible. Ind~d, i~ is pro~bly f~ m ~y ~t in eider ~
and Gibson) ~e rigid appgc~on of W~ng~on ~uld bring the p~ciple
i~eg into dismpu~, by Nlowing a wholly unmedmdo~ acqmt~.

Shepherd has its problemso Interestingly, of the four High Court cases
discussed, only in Shepherd was Woolmington not mentioned by name,
although its shadow and influence is of course apparent. In the area of
circumstantial evidence, as Chamberlain shows all too well, there is a need
for more, not less, protection to prevent wrongful convictions. A&,nittedly,
there is a theoretical distinction between the chain and rope cases involving
circumstantial evidence which is defensible, despite McHugh J’s

However, in practice, it may be difficult to identify facts as
°primary’, °intermediate’ or ’indispensable’° Moreover, these terms and
concepts are not self-e~ident and may cause some difficulty for the jury°

Furthermore, the views expressed in the joint judgment in Fagconer are
much more worrying and do not sit comfortably with Woolming¢on, despite
the disclaimer that Woolming¢on is unaffected by what is essentiaily a
dispositional issue in choosing between sane and insane automatism°
However, as noted above, it appears that the joint judgment does not convey
the view of the majority of the High

The cases discussed above yield something of a mixed message, ~l~ere is no
evidence of a rejection of Wootming¢on in its primary area of operation,
although the High Court has shown a willingness to examine the basis of the
golden tale, and to qualify it where necessary° The Court has identified, and
therefore arguably strengthened, areas of the criminal trial which are
properly protected by the ruleo The Court’s approach has been pragmatic
rather than doctrinaire.

In terms of ~y count, we could say that Woolmington was discharged
unconditionally in Thompson and Shepherd; posted missing in Gilson and
survived the conflict (albeit wounded in action) in Falconer° During the
same period Woolmington was affirmed in relation to the defence of
provocation under section 160 of the Tasmanian Criminal Codeos’

65 This argument will only go so far. The acquittal kr~ Saraswa~i’s case (1991) 172 CLR 1
could hardly be tess meritorious.
(1990) 170 CL~R at 59Z
S¢inge~ (t990) 171 CLR 312o
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(1993) 5 BOND L R

Furthermore, in striking down provisions permitting majority ver~cts in
federal matters, the High Court recently aff~raed that the requ~ement of
pr~f ~yond r~nable doubt w~ s~eng~en~ by a r~u~ement

My subjective impression after perusing these cases is that the earth has
moved o perhaps only slightly, but perceptibly. My conclusion is that the
dyke has a small leako There is no cause for panic° But the little Dutch boy
should stand by, lest the triclde becomes a

68 Cheaae (1993) 116 ALR 1 a~ 7; a~d see Thatcher [1987] 1 SCR at 698°
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